
Knowledge is Power

Key Retirement Planning Moves For Today’s New 
Financial World

Every worker’s ultimate goal is to be able to retire someday.  To do that, you have to 
have a retirement plan.  A successful retirement plan is a two part process; building 
that retirement plan and then maintaining the plan.  The problem is – building and 
maintaining a successful retirement plan has never been more difficult.  

Unfortunately, most people’s retirement plans need to be updated or completely 
revamped.  The reason for that is today’s financial world is changing quickly and 
dramatically.  We have a stock market that is acting like a casino.  Retirement planning 
rule and law changes keep happening, especially with the new Secure Act 2.0 law.  Tax 
increases are being promised soon to help fund all the excessive spending.  And changes 
to entitlement programs like Social Security and Medicare are on their way.  All of 
these items and more will have major effects on your retirement plan.   

The good news is that there are solutions to these problems.  There are several key 
strategic moves that will enable you to adapt to all these changes and help you to 
maximize and protect your retirement plan.  Thus, those people who take the initiative 
and time to update their retirement plans properly will be able to save their retirement 
plans.  

Join me this weekend on The Retirement Money Matters Show as we share with you 
many potential planning moves that you need to consider doing very soon to adjust and 
adapt your retirement plan for today’s new financial world.  The show airs on Saturday 
morning at 6 on WIBC (93.1 FM), Sunday morning at 8:00 on WWKI (100.5 FM) or 
anytime online at www.theretirementmoneymattersshow.com.   You can also obtain this 
information by reaching out to us at Hayes Advisory Group at 452-PLAN (7526), 800-
939-1603 or brian@hayesadvisorygroup.com.  
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